WELCOME TO CAMPBELL LAW!

The Campbell Law Library's first priority is to support the educational and research needs of its faculty, students and staff. The library provides a wealth of materials and the support of an exceptional professional staff. Below is a list of materials to help prepare you for success in your first year at Campbell Law. If you have any questions, please ask a librarian.

LIFE AS A 1L

Below are books that can help you with your transition into the study of law. Most of the books listed can be found in the Library’s General Collection. If a book is listed as “Reserve,” you will need to request it from the library assistant at the Circulation Desk. To check out a book you will need to present your Campbell Law ID card and the materials at the Circulation Desk. Loan periods for materials can be found on our Student Services online guide: http://law-campbell.libguides.com/student_services/circ.

- Schechter, Julie F. *Off the Charts Law Summaries : An All-in-One Graphic Outline of the 1L Law School Courses* (KF388 .S34 2014).
STUDY AIDS

The materials listed below can help you with class preparation as well as exam study. To check out a book you will need to present your Campbell Law ID card and the materials at the Circulation Desk. Loan periods for materials can be found on our Student Services online guide: http://law-campbell.libguides.com/student_services/circ.

CALI (http://www.cali.org): The Center for Computer-Assisted Legal Instruction (CALI) hosts more than 900 online lessons on virtually every legal topic. Register for your Campbell Law account with the card included in your folder or ask at the Circulation Desk.

Examples and Explanations (E&E) Series: Authored by law professors, E&E provides a narrative overview of the key concepts and rules for a particular subject, followed by hypothetical questions and answers. To see if we have an E & E on a specific topic, search the catalog using the keywords of your topic as the subject and examples and explanations as the series. The most current editions are on reserve at the Circulation Desk.

Hornbooks: Hornbooks allow you to grasp legal principles that may not be evident from classroom discussions. They also provide a more detailed organization of the subject matter. Many hornbooks offer black letter law. They enunciate basic legal principles followed by commentary and examples. To see if we have a hornbook on a specific topic, search the catalog using the keywords of your topic as the subject and hornbook as the series. Some are on reserve at the Circulation Desk.

Sum & Substance Audio CDs: Sum & Substance are audio CDs that allow you to assimilate the essentials of a course at your convenience - listen while working, commuting, exercising or just relaxing. To see if we have a Sum & Substance on a specific topic, search the catalog using the keywords of your topic and sum and substance as the series.

EXAM SUCCESS

The materials listed below can help prepare you for your law school exams. To check out a book you will need to present your Campbell Law ID card and the materials at the Circulation Desk. Loan periods for materials can be found on our Student Services online guide: http://law-campbell.libguides.com/student_services/circ